
Little Athletics Australia and 
Athletics Australia



 A united voice, to embrace, promote, 
and facilitate athletics for life.

 A clear purpose to lead and deliver an 
inclusive and engaging experience for all 
Australians

 Fostering achievements at all 
levels, whatever the community sees as 
success, from recreation to 
performance.

A vision for athletics



TOGETHER WE HAVE:

4.5 million adults and 
children participating
in

Athletics across 
Australia
AUSPLAY DATA

5,573 ACCREDITED
COACHES
More than double 
the number a decade ago.
43% female

117,498
REGISTERED ATHLETE
MEMBERSHIP
36,190 Senior athletes, 
and 81,308 Little 
Athletes

151,038
SUPPORTING ROLES

Are involved in a “non-
playing” role (i.e. volunteer, 
official, coach, 
administrator).

*Data sources: Aus Play 
Running/Athletics Report 

NSO Annual Reports 

ONLINE COMMUNITIES

170,000+ Electronic Direct Mail  

(EDMs) email addresses

77,000+ followers 28,000+ followers

53,000+ followers

A Connected Tribe



 One voice for national advocacy and influence of 
government at local, State and Federal levels.

 Ability for partners to connect with Olympic and 
Paralympic Ambassadors and families

 A larger national footprint for commercial partners to 
leverage.

 A sport that represents and connects to a much larger 
and more diverse community.

 An influential voice in the community 

What does this mean for the sport?



 The strength of the core Little Athletics Centre delivery for 0-12yo will be retained

 The Little Athletics name will be retained and strengthened through complementary 
offerings for 13-17yo

 Little Athletics, as an iconic brand in primary schools, will be strengthened to meet the 
needs of schools, including social, team and competition

 Best practice and exemplar centre/club delivery and develop genuine ways to share 
these with the broader athletics community
 Recognition that remote and rural communities have different challenges but also 

provide unique solutions
 Help clubs/centres to become more diverse and inclusive – be open to all

What does this mean for athlete 
pathways?



 The delivery of athletics across centres/clubs/states standardised to deliver quality, 
broad and diverse experiences

 Provide delivery models to assist athletics communities in producing consistent 
growth

 Vertical (performance) and horizontal (athletics for life) as a core construct, that 
connects and engages participants throughout their lives

 Provide opportunities for participants to develop friendships and connect to their 
community as a benefit of participating in athletics

What does this mean for athlete 
pathways? cont.



 One aligned coaching pathway

 Systems and policies to achieve greater diversity in coaching

 Vertical and horizontal development pathways that deliver ongoing education and 
support for coaches at every level throughout their coaching career

 Recruitment of strong communicators with the right credentials to deliver courses

 Recruitment of young people into the volunteer workforce, increasing diversity 
including females

 Recognise and address the different needs and challenges across metro, regional and 
remote areas

What does this mean for coaches?



 Better experiences, including education for officials through digital solutions

 A centralised database that tracks progress and assists in appointments and 
competition management 

 Introduce both vertical and horizontal pathway that deliver ongoing education and 
support for officials at every level throughout their officiating career

 Recruitment of young people into the volunteer workforce, increasing diversity 
including females

 Develop competition formats that utilise the skills and expertise of officials and 
volunteers more effectively

What does this mean for Officials?



 A whole of sport national competition calendar 2022-24

 A national competition delivery team that uses the expertise at the club, 
state and national level

 Aligned delivery for the ‘Youth’ age groups at national competitions

 Alignment of age groups and equipment specifications that provides clarity 
across the pathway

What does this mean for competitions?



 A digital strategy that informs digital choices facing the sport for the next 7 to 10 
years

 Athletics can interact with its 'consumers' in a modern way

 To build an ecosystem of service providers and ensure the quality delivered 
across its systems is consistent and sustainable

 Solve program and service delivery pain points for coaching, officiating, 
events and high performance 

 An audit and understanding of the sport’s digital and data security risks and a 
national risk mitigation strategy

What does this mean for how individuals 
engage with the sport – digital?



 This is not just an Athletics challenge

 There is opportunity to address pathway, retention strategies and delivery to fit teens 
needs

 Like other sports athletics needs to offer both new opportunities and strengthen 
current ones

 The strategies chosen to address the challenge must be flexible and adaptable to meet 
the unique delivery demands in each State and Territory

Addressing TEEN retention 
What is the challenge?



Understanding the participants’ journey



LITTLE ATHLETICS YOUTH ATHLETICS SOCIAL ATHLETICS ATHLETICS

REFINE REFINE NEW REFINE

Grow Transition Retain Retain

Target market: 
up to 12 years old

Objective:
Introduce children to the sport of 
athletics and fundamental movement in 
a fun and social environment.

Delivery Channels:
Little Athletics Centres and Sporting 
Schools.

Target market: 
13-16 years old

Objective:
Deliver an engaging competition environment 
for teenage athletes that eliminates the 
duplication of events in this age bracket and 
focuses on a positive experience.

Delivery Channels:
Little Athletics Centres, Athletics Clubs, 
Schools and Member Associations

Target market: 
13-16 years old

Objective:
Through an 8-12 week program retain and 
acquire participants through catering to 
the biggest drivers of teenage sports 
participation: social and fitness 
motivations.

Delivery Channels:
Little Athletics Centres, Athletics clubs, 
Sporting Schools & casual coaches.

Target market: 
17+ years old

Objective:
Retain engaged athletes in weekly club-
based competition, offering event 
specialisation opportunities

Delivery Channels:
Athletics clubs

A two part strategy to increase 
participation



 Better bargaining power with suppliers (insurance, technology, etc.)

 More influence in the international sporting world

 A global leader in delivering athletics

 Clearer pathways and many entry points for athletes, coaches, officials and 
volunteers, enabling both high performance and recreational participation 
opportunities

 Attractive to a skilled workforce – Australian Athletics is a great place to work

 Combining LAA and AA Federal Government investment in participation, 
inclusion and diversity outcomes will impact change and growth across the sport

How does the vision change the 
business?



 One pathway for coaches and officials

 Increased resources to support Member Associations

 Products and services that are connected and delivered with excellence

 Stronger connection of high profile athletes, inspiring young athletes to participate

 A national competition and event calendar two years in advance

 A new story for athletics to create broader appeal in the community 

 A more cohesive network of organisations delivering greater opportunities for 
participants 

What will be different?



 Funding received by LAA for Inclusion and Diversity and AA for High Performance and 
Participation

 State and territory bodies will continue to represent their member’s needs

 The Little Athletics Brand will continue to be recognised as a leading participation 
product

 Fees collected through LA MA will be invested back into little athletics delivery 
system

 State/Territory MA decide on their own governance structures

 Government funding received by State/Territory entities 

What will stay the same?



In a 2 day workshop in 
April, the State and 
Territory CEOs agreed 
draft strategic 
opportunities for the 
sport

Strategic opportunities creating 
sustainable value



 An embedded Integrity Framework that safeguards our participants and provides a 
safe and welcoming environment for everyone

 A research strategy delivering robust data and insights for better decision making

 A commercial strategy to unlock greater sponsorship and partnership opportunities

 An infrastructure plan that delivers quality facilities for athletes across Australia

 A people and culture framework - workforce from volunteers to directors and staff

 A club development program to support and strengthen the delivery of the sport

 A united message on how children can build foundational skills and be active 
throughout their lives

What are the new opportunities?



A shared service model that reduces complexity and duplication, allowing the whole sport to get 
the most out of investment in all areas of the business.

 Delivers better outcomes in insurance, technology, marketing, policies and commercial 
outcomes

 A club development program that uses technology to simplify administrative functions and 
strengthens the ability to tell the athletics story

 Increase the profile of the sport by creating a powerful platform that improves the consumer 
experience

 Create a connection between individuals and the sport in an engaging and powerful way.

 Nationalising great ideas and innovation - using the strength of the State and Territory 
organisations

Shared services as an advantage



 Appointing experienced Directors who understand the sport and an outstanding CEO

 Commitment to working together productively to achieve what is in the best interest 
of participants and the sport

 All parties believe in the vision of Australian Athletics

 A clear plan for how value will be created from the unification.

 National body and state & territory bodies to work together with clarity around the 
roles and responsibilities of all levels of the sport.

 Understanding the impact of cultural issues and need for cultural alignment.

 A team that manages the transition following the merger for at least 12-18 months.

 Developing a robust strategy including priorities that will focus on areas of value 
creation.

What will make this unification 
successful?



 MA to outline their expectations regarding:
 Engagement between Australian Athletics and Member Associations at all levels – Board, 

Executive and Management
 Involvement in the development of future strategy

 Ongoing participation in Advisory Groups and provision of feedback to guide and inform the future 
of the sport

 Take the lead for athletics nationally on projects where their expertise and IP delivers a solution
 The Member Associations have the right and the final say on the establishment of Australian 

Athletics. A business case will guide decision making:
 Constitution 
 High level strategy
 Organisational design
 Financial Model
 Policy framework
 Narrative that highlights the value proposition
 Q&A

What is the role of member 
associations?



 Board composition will deliver a robust governance system consistent with Sport 
Australia’s governance principles

 Equal representation between AA and LAA on the Board

 The Board will be skills based, with an independent Nominations Committee 
responsible for reviewing and recommending directors to the Boards and Members

 The Board will appoint the Chair of the Board 

 Board sub-committees will have representatives from AA and LAA

 The Board will transition, over three years, with members voting for directors annually

Australian Athletics Governance



Voting rights:

Each State will receive 2 votes

1 vote for the Little Athletics Association and 1 vote for the Senior Athletics 
State Association

States/Territories who are operating as one association will receive 2 votes

Life Members:

All existing Life Members of AA and LAA and Honorary Life Governors of AA will 
be recognised by Australian Athletics

Membership built on equality 



Approve the Australian Athletics constitution

Authorise the transfer of all business and assets from Little Athletics Australia and 
Athletics Australia to Australian Athletics

Approve voluntary cancellation of the entities following transfer of business and 
assets to Australian Athletics

Resolutions are conditional. They are subject to, and only become effective upon, 
both NSO also passing resolutions to transfer its business and assets to Australian 
Athletics

Approval by special resolution (75% of the voting members of the State and Territory 
who vote)

Legal process overview



 A successful vote

 Bringing together the AA and LAA workforce

 Establishment of the new Company – Australian Athletics

 Implementation of the governance structure and appointment of Board

 Transition team with a focus on establishment of the new company and 
regular communication and engagement with MA.

 Fully operational immediately

 Ongoing work to develop a highly functional leadership and management team

 Execution of a communication plan to ensure that all stakeholders are kept informed of 
progress and can add value to the process

What are the transition steps?



Analysis indicates that:

Australian Athletics will have a strong financial foundation to build from

Both AA and LAA are in stable financial positions entering Australian Athletics

Positive net assets of approximately $4.3million

$7.8m in cash and cash equivalents

Unrestricted liquid assets of $1.3m as at 30 June

 $6.47m of income in advance, largely government grants held by AA and LAA that have been 
provided and will be spent on specific outcomes (ie participation and high performance)

Financial position of Australian Athletics 
– FY19/20


